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Abstract.  The far scrape-off layer (SOL) radial transport and plasma-wall contact is mediated by intermittent
and ELM-driven transport. Experiments to characterize the intermittent transport and ELMs have been
performed in both DIII-D and NSTX under similar conditions. Both intermittent transport and ELMs are
comprised of filaments of hot, dense plasma ( ne ~1"1013 cm#3 , Te  ~ 400 eV) originating at the edge, transport
both particles and heat into the SOL by convection, increasing wall interaction and causing sputtering and
impurity release. Both intermittent filaments and ELMs leave the pedestal region at speeds of ~0.5-3 km/s,
losing heat and particles by parallel transport as they travel through the SOL. The intermittency shows many
similarities in NSTX and DIII-D, featuring similar size (2-5!cm), large convective radial velocity, holes inside
and peaks outside the LCFS which quickly decay and slow down with radius. Whereas in DIII-D the
intermittency decays in both intensity and frequency in H-mode, it chiefly decays in frequency in NSTX. In the
low collisionality ("*= #Rq95 /$C ) ("*~0.1, NG ~ 0.3) case, the ELMs impact the walls quite directly and
account for ~90% of the wall particle flux, decreasing to ~30% at ("* ~1.0 , NG  > 0.6).
INTRODUCTION
Recent results show that the SOL density and temperature profiles in tokamaks and other
devices are often non-exponential and flat, suggesting that perpendicular transport in these
conditions is much larger than expected. Intermittent, radial ballistic transport, mediated by
plasma filaments [1-3] is the vehicle for the enhanced radial transport and has been
extensively documented in wide range of devices. Work on characterizing the transport,
finding its origins and comparing with numerical simulations has been performed in linear
devices [4,5], stellarators [6-9], (Weldenstein [10], Weldenstein VII-AS [11]), tokamaks
[12,13], ALCATOR C-Mod [14-17], DIII-D [18-24], JT-60U [25,26], ASDEX [27], ASDEX-
Upgrade [28-30], JET [31-34], CASTOR [35], and TCV [36]). Its statistical properties have
been examined [37,38] via the probability distribution function (PDF) [39]. The intermittent
objects are born in the vicinity of LCFS at the low field side (LFS) of the torus, presumably as
a result of interchange instability [40-43], and move towards the wall due to E"B drifts
[1,3]. Modeling of the tokamak edge plasmas [44-46] incorporating this transport have shown
that under certain conditions plasma contact with the main chamber wall may be
significant! even when the distance to the wall is large compared with the density decay
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length existing at the separatrix. Additionally, there is an extensive body of work imaging the
edge of various devices with fast cameras [2,47,48] and beam emission spectroscopy (BES)
[49] which show these objects as moving plasma filaments. ELMs, although of different
origin as ballooning/peeling instabilities [50,51], have similar dynamics once in the SOL
[34,52] and consist of a collection of bursts that travel radially at speeds of 1-3 km/s and
rotate toroidally as they decay. The ELM plasma travels ballistically and strikes the wall with
a flux dependant on collisionality/density [52,53], just as the intermittent filaments and an
important question is what is the relative particle flux due to these two sources [54].
Plasma interaction with the main chamber wall is of critical importance for next-step fusion
devices such as ITER and it should be managed in order to prevent damage to the first wall
elements and core plasma contamination with impurities. Comparative studies among devices
are invaluable to gain insight on the basic physics of the origin of intermittency and the
fundamental parameters driving the radial transport. Since inter-ELM intermittent particle
fluxes can exceed ELM-mediated fluxes, understanding the source of intermittent transport
and its dependence on plasma parameters is critical for ITER.
RESULTS
Experiments to evaluate the intermit-
tent transport and its variation with
density/collisionality were performed
in both NSTX ( I p  0.80 MA, Bt=0.45
T, Pin=1 MW, q95=7, W=0.2 MJ,
Vpl=11 m3) and DIII-D ( I p=1 MA,
Bt  = 2 T, Pin = 1 MW, q95  = 4.6,
W=0.16!MJ, Vpl=18.7!m3) in both
L-mode and H-mode discharges by
scanning the line-averaged density. In
DIII-D the density can be tightly con-
trolled and the scan was performed in
a shot-to-shot basis, as shown in
Fig.!1, whereas in NSTX the density
was allowed to ramp up naturally and
data was taken at different times, as
shown in Fig. 2(d). The density was
FIG. 1. Time evolution of two otherwise identical DIII-D
discharges with different densities.
scanned over a wide range, in terms of the Greenwald fraction (NG = ne" a2 / Ip ) from
NG !~!0.12 toNG !~!0.5 in DIII-D and from NG !~!0.3 to NG !~ 0.8 in NSTX. The density scan
is reflected by changes in the edge SOL profiles in both machines [Figs.!2(a-c) and 3]. These
changes are concomitant with modifications in the microscopic behavior of the fluctuations as
shown next.
Pedestal/SOL measurements in DIII-D, shown in Fig. 4, indicate that: (1) the SOL widens and
flattens as NG  is increased as seen in the Isat  profile [Fig. 4(a)], (2) the fluctuation rms level
in Isat  [Fig. 4(b)] increases with NG , (3) the E"  rms levels [Fig. 4(c)] are mostly unaffected
by the scan, and (4) changes are most noticeable at the highest NG  in both devices (NSTX in
Fig. 5). The E"  rms signal can be interpreted as flux " = nVr , where Vr
rms = E"
rms /Bt  and
therefore the transport increase in DIII-D is mostly due to increase in the density of the
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FIG. 2. NSTX Thomson scattering edge/SOL profiles of (a) temperature,
(b) density, (c) electron pressure. The time evolution of the density and
NBI power are shown in (d).   
intermittent objects. In
NSTX however, we
observe that: (1) the
SOL [Fig. 5(a)] flat-
tens only at the highest
densities, (2) the Isat
rms levels [Fig.!5(b)]
clearly increase with
density in the edge/
LCFS but little in the
SOL, (3) the Isat  rms
levels decrease with
radius, indicating dis-
sipation of the inter-
mittent filaments, and
(4) the E"  rms levels
[Fig.!5(c)] are mostly
unaffected by the scan.
Note that the E"  rms
levels are similar at
the LCFS in both
devices (~1200 V/m in
FIG. 3. DIII-D Thomson scattering profiles
for the discharges shown in Fig. 1 at 2500
ms and averaged over 200 ms.
DIII-D and ~!900!V/m in NSTX) but due to
NSTX having a much lower Bt  at the LCFS
(~!1.8!T at DIII-D versus ~!0.25!T at NSTX, a
factor of ~7), they correspond to much higher
radial velocities at NSTX (~!1!km/s versus
~!3.5!km/s) for these low power L-mode condi-
tions than in DIII-D. It is also noticeable that the
rms velocity decreases rapidly with radius.
Numerical simulations and other theoretical
works [55-59] have proposed turbulence at the
LCFS or thereabouts propagating into the SOL
as the origin of the intermittency, in particular,
the interchange instability [56] seems to repro-
duce the measured results well. An element of
these models is the presence of density holes
in the birth region of the intermittency; therefore,
the data was tested by calculating the skewness
of various signals and statistical analysis indicates that holes/peaks appear as negative/
positive skewness [22]. The results are shown in Fig. 6(a,b) for NSTX and Fig. 6(c) for
DIII-D. In the data we can observe: (1) the skewness of the Isat  signal [Fig. 6(a)] is negative
( "~1.2 ) inside the LCFS, crosses zero and becomes positive in the SOL; (2) there is a clear
dependence of the skewness with density in the SOL (near SOL, not in the shadow of
structures) that becomes apparent at the highest NG  values (0.540.67); (3)!similar, although
less pronounced, behavior is observed in the E"  rms [Fig. 6(b)] signal indicating inward
radial velocity for some objects within the LCFS. The BES density signal in DIII-D [Fig.
6(c)] show similar behavior, suggesting the presence of a common mechanism in both
devices.   
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FIG. 4. DIII-D reciprocating probe profiles
of (a) Isat , (b) Isat  rms and (c) E"  rms.
Dashed line indicates the EFIT separatrix.
Imaging of the intermittent structures permits
dynamics visualization and quantitative mea-
surements of velocity, poloidal and radial ex-
tent, etc. In NSTX, the intermittency is imaged
with high spatial and temporal resolution with
the gas puff imaging (GPI) [60]. It is clear that
the intermittent objects are born from edge tur-
bulence and that both broadband turbulence and
intermittent objects are substantially reduced
during H-mode with respect to the Ohmic or
L-mode regimes. In Fig.!7(a-c) images from a
~23!x 23!cm radial versus poloidal portion of
the edge just above the outer midplane are
shown. Turbulence behavior varies widely from
a turbulence level just above that measurable, a
quiescent H-mode [Fig. 7(b)], to that
approaching L-mode level shown in Fig.!7(c),
at least for brief periods of time. The camera
data allows the determination of poloidal and
radial correlation lengths (4-9!cm and 2-6!cm
respectively), poloidal velocities (up to 5!km/s
in the ion diamagnetic drift direction) and radial
velocities (up to 2!km/s outwards) [48,61]. The
most significant change in the turbulence from
L-mode to H-mode is a decrease in the fluctua-
tions in the poloidal velocity of the turbulence,
as if the flow was more frozen in H-mode. In
DIII-D, the intermittent objects can be observed
in 2D [Fig. 7(d)] with the BES system [49]
which encompasses a smaller (5 x 6 cm) area,
with lower resolution but better sensitivity than
GPI. The intermittent objects look remarkably
similar in both devices in size and dynamics.
The measured intermittency radial velocity in
the scrape-off layer appears to be bounded by a
minimum velocity which can be explained theo-
retically [62] as imposed by a sheath-
connected regime and a maximum velocity set
by the resistive-ballooning regime. Intermit-
tency changes character in H-mode; while in
DIII-D the intensity and frequency of the fila-
ments decrease as compared to L-mode, in
NSTX only the frequency is reduced.
INTERMITTTENT VS ELM-MEDIATED TRANSPORT
NSTX and DIII-D showcase an abundance of ELM regimes [63] which allow comprehensive
studies to be performed. Probe data taken in NSTX during Type I ELMs (Fig.!8), which
consist of ~1-2 ms long sequence of ~5-30 fast bursts of hot, dense plasma, look identical to
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FIG. 5. NSTX reciprocating probe profiles of (a)
Isat , (b) Isat  rms and (c) E"  rms. Dashed line
indicates the LRDFIT separatrix.
data obtained from DIII-D [52]. As the
NSTX probe moves, a series of ELM-
induced plasma filaments strike it and there-
FIG. 6. NSTX reciprocating probe profiles of (a)
skewness ( Isat ), (b) skewness of ( E" ) and (c)
skewness of DIII-D BES data showing the
transition from holes to bursts at the LCFS in
both NSTX and DIII-D. Dashed line indicates the
LRDFIT or EFIT separatrix.
fore a plot of the peak saturation current (" ne Te ) versus radius can be assembled. A decay
length of 1.7 cm for Isat , shown in Fig.!8(a), is determined by an exponential fit to the data;
and the filaments velocity, calculated as Vr = E" /BT , is of the order of 400!m/s at the LCFS
[Fig.!8(b)] and features a decay length of ~7 cm; similar numbers as those in DIII-D [52]. In
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DIII-D it is found that whereas the energy is quickly reduced in the ELMs at all
collisionalities, featuring a short (1-2!cm) decay length [52], the density decay length is
highly dependent on collisionality. For low collisionality (NG !~!0.5, "*~0.1), the ELM
density decay length is long (~13!cm) indicating that the ELM particle flux impacts the walls
quite directly whereas at high collisionality (NG !~!0.8, "*~1), the particle flux decays in a
short ~!3.5 cm. This change is concomitant with the transformation of ELMs into more
grassy, lower amplitude types.
FIG. 7. Imaging data (a-c) from the GPI system at NSTX showing intermittent behavior during Ohmic,
quiescent H-mode and active H-mode respectively. Sequence of images obtained at 120,000!frames/s
with each image exposed for 3!ms. A deuterium puff is injected from the right and Da  light is imaged.
Each image corresponds to ~23!x!23!cm (solid line: separatrix, dotted line: antenna limiter shadow).
Two DIII-D BES frames, (d), taken 6 μs  apart showing a coherent object leaving the separatrix (solid
line) and moving radially and poloidally into the SOL. Frames cover a 5 x 6 cm area.
FIG. 8. NSTX reciprocating probe
data showing (a) decay of ELM
amplitude ( Isat ) with radius and, (b)
ELM radial velocity (Vr = E" /Bt )
decaying slowly into the SOL.
A weakening of the ELM-induced radial particle flux
with collisionality (ELMs become grassier and smaller
at high collisionality), coupled with a simultaneous
strengthening of the intermittent transport demands a
quantification of the relative importance of these two
transport vehicles. Figure 9 compares various ELM and
inter-ELM SOL parameters (Te , ne ,  ne  and q||) in L-
and H-mode for similar collisionality (NG !~!0.5,
"*~ 0.4 ) showing that Type I ELM density, tempera-
ture and fluctuations, can be momentarily comparable,
and even higher, than L-mode ones in most conditions
but is dependent on the ELM duty cycle (and discharge
density). Most remarkably, recent DIII-D work using
collisionality scans [54], shown in Fig. 10, revealed that
the fraction of the ion particle flux to the wall due to
ELMs to the total ion flux (defined as fELM =
"
ELM
Isidt / "
Total
Isidt  [54]) account for ~!90% of the wall
particle flux at low collisionality (expressed as the
Greenwald fraction NG ) NG ~ 0.3, decreasing to ~30%
at NG !~!1.0.
The implications of the previous data are significant
since for high NG  ITER discharges: (1) the
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FIG. 9.  Radial profile of ne  (a), Te  (b),
 ne  fluctuations (c) and parallel heat flux
(d) for LSN, 1.1!MA, otherwise similar L-
and H-mode discharges.
wall- plasma flux increases to at least 50% of the
total, and (2) the intermittent particle transport will
dominate at the wall. This is both good news and
bad news since the load on the divertor is
significantly reduced but it requires mitigation
techniques at the walls and diagnostics.
FIG. 10. Ratio of the ELM-mediated ion flux to the
total flux at the wall as function of NG .
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